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Abstract

Using the harmonic map ansatz, we reduce the axisymmetric, static Einstein-Maxwell equations coupled with a magnetized
perfect fluid to a set of Poisson-like equations. We were able to integrate the Poisson equations in terms of an arbitrary
function M - M(p,{) and some integration constants. The thermodynamic equation restricts the solutions to only some
state equations, but in some cases when the solution exists, the interior solution can be matched with the corresponding
exterior one. @ 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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Exact solutions of the Einstein's field equations
have been one of the most interesting challenges for
mathematicians and physicists [ 1] . Great efforts have

been made to find exact solutions with a physical
interpretation. In the seventies mathematicians and

relativists were very successful, using very elaborate
mathematical techniques; many exact solutions of the
Einstein equations have been found, analyzed and
studied in the seventies and eighties. The discovery
of binary pulsars gave rise to non-perturbative effects
of general relativity and exact solutions of Einstein's
field equations necessarily became a subject for astro-
physicists and relativists. Furthermore, for compact
objects like white dwarfs, pulsars and black holes,
non-perturbative effects are the most interesting, ef-
fects which can only be understood better with exact
solutions of the field equations.

In this Letter, I will focus on the interior field of an

object, taking matter into account. I will suppose ax-
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ial symmetry only, and allow metric functions with as

much freedom as possible. As a first approximation I
will suppose that the metric is static. Now we must de-
termine the right-hand side of the Einstein equations.
To describe this object one can start modeling its inte-
rior matter by a perfect fluid. It is difficult to know the
state equation of a compact object; we are not used
to working with matter in such extreme conditions of
density and pressure. We do not even know if the en-
ergy conditions for the energy-momentum tensor are
valid here. Something we can do is to make a gen-
eral ansatz about the state equation, for example p =
to¡t, where a.¡ is a constant, p is the pressure of mat-
ter and p is its energy density, and let the theory tell
us something about this ansatz. As a first approxima-
tion this ansatz seems to be reasonable, but to have a

more complete study of this class of matteq we must
investigate other possibilities.

Let me start with this ansatz and investigate what the
Einstein-Maxwell theory can say about it. The action
we deal with is then
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f
S - | d"x l-SeR + Ft"Fp, * l-uu"r), (1)

J

where g = det(g*,), p,/ = 0,1,2,3, R is the scalar
curvature and F¡,, is the Maxwell tensor.

After variation with respect to the electromagnetic
field and the metric, we respectively obtain the fol-
lowing field equations,

F*' ', = o,

G*, =2(FptF,^ - lgp,F.BF"F) +2Tp¡p,,

Tof' ,, = o' (2)

where the last field equation in (2) is the thermo-

dynamic one. In this work we will only consider the

axisymmetric static case, i.e. space-times containing
one space-like and one time-like commuting, hyper-

surface forming Killing vector, and the case when

matter corresponds to a perfect fluid, i.e. TpfP, =
diag(p,p,p, -¡^r). The axisymmetric static metric
convenient for the energy conditions of this case is

the static Papapetrou metric I I ],
I

ds2= 4rc'k (dp'+d() +w2dezl - f dt2, (3)
Í

where /, W, and k are functions of p and f only. Now
we use the harmonic map ansatz. Suppose that,[ and r
are coordinates of a two-dimensional flat space dslo =
d,tdz, with ¡= t(p,O andr=r(p,O nd suppose

that f = f (^,r) .Using the procedure of Refs. [2,3]
we find that f - el-v' is a good parametrization for
a space-time curved by a gravitational and an electro-

magnetic field. In terms of the functions ,l and r the

axisymmetric static Einstein field equations for the ac-

tion (1) read

2L,A= (3p + üt/=8,
AInIV =2pJ4,
L,r *Zw[(r,)2 * (r¿¡21e^-<'-2)r =0, (4)

where A/ = +l(wf ,p).0 + (wfi,¿l is the gen-

eralized Laplace operator. The electromagnetic four-
potential is given as (Ao, At, A*, A¡) = (0, O, Ae,0).
In terms of the function r, the Maxwell equations read

Aq,p = QW e'r,¡, Ae¿ = -QW e'r,p, (5)

where 2Q2 - 7. Note that the integrability condi-
tion for the electromagnetic function Ar given in (5)

implies that Aer = 0. r is a function which deter-
mines alone the electromagnetic potential. The Ein-
stein equations written in the form (4) are convenient
because we can give a direct physical interpretation
of the functions involved there.2). is the gravitational
potential and e" is the electromagnetic potential. If we
have solved the system (4), the field equation for the
fr function of the metric ( 3 ) is a first-order differential
equation,

| /2W..k, = ..:j- I'':,':' * (t.r -yr,-)2'" 4(ln I4l),. \ w

- 7(r,r¡'"^-<'-'l'), (6)

where z = p -l i{. In terms of the functions ,\ and r,
the thermodynamic equation reads

p.i + +Q - yr),¡(p * p) = 0, i = p, (. (l)
System (4) is a set of three linear, second-order cou-
pled differential equations. The differential equations
are coupled because the generalized Laplace operator
is determined by the function W, which is determined
by the pressure p and the determinant of the metric
g; furthermore, the determinant of the metric g con-
tains all the components of the metric. For the static
Papapetrou line element, (3) in the harmonic map
parametrization is given bV ,/- * yy 

"2k-t+tr, 
which

contains all the unknown functions of the system (4).
In what follows we will give a general exact solution

of the system (4) for the thermodynamic state equa-

tionp - ap,.We can set r = 0 in the field equation
(4) and solve them and later on solve the equation for
r. We start setting z = 0. Let be M = M(p, O = I lW
a function restricted to

M(M,ppt M,t) = (M)2 + (Mr)z. (S)

In terms of M, an exact solution of system (4) with
z=0is

et = MoM-d eAtM,

, = 
MoYt-o 

"^,, 
, (9)'kt

where d = (3a * l) l2a and the function k1 is given
by

k1 - ¡4-d'z lz exp(d).1M - | ¡?u'¡. ( 10)
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M¡ and il are arbitrary integration constants.
In order to have an exact solution of (2), it is neces-

sary to fulfill the thermodynamic equation (7). Since
all the functions involved in the solution depend ex-
plicitly on M , the thermodynamic equation is a differ-
ential equation in M as well. Nevertheless, all func-
tions involved in (7) are already determined. There-
fore Eq. (7) is a consistency equation for the two in-
tegration constants. Eq. (7) will then determine the
state equation of the perfect fluid we are working with.
We do not have solutions for arbitrary state equations.
Substituting solution (9) into (7) we obtain that d2 =
2 and \ = 0, which means that r¿ = -3 + 2t/1. the
interior of this body consists of a perfect fluid whose
line element reads

t / ¡¡-rl2 12 I .\a" = ila;",Gp2+¿{2)* wdr')-f dt2,

p- fMz, f =MoM*d,
Au=M,pp*M,rc. (11)

One can convince oneself that ( 1 1) is an exact solution
of (2) and (4) bydirectsubstitutionof (11) into (2).

The Ricci scalar of the metric ( 1l ) is R =

- fMzG - d) and the rest of the invariants of this
metric are powers of f Mz or zero. Note that the norm
of the time-like Killing vector X vanishes if f = g,

X'X, =,f = 0; in this region the pressure vanishes if
fM' = 0. Now we have two possibilitíes' d = iJÍ
and d = -f1. por the first choice, "f * 0 implies
M + @, the Ricci scalar and the pressure are singu-
lar for this region and all the invariants are infinite as

well. But for the second choice, d = -t/1, the norm
of the time-like Killing vector vanishes if M = 0.

In this region the pressure and the invariants of this
metric are regular. This second metric represents the
interior field of a body with a horizon. In these coor-
dinates the whole manifold needs at least two charts,
one for the interior field and at least one for the exte-
rior field. Now the question arises as to whether this
metric represents a black hole. The answer depends

on the exterior field we match this metric with. Let
me give an example.

For the exterior field we use the line element [2]

^ l/N-d'12 I "\a" = i(t* "',dp2 
+d(2\ * rrd*' ) - f 

dt',

.f = NoN-d (12)

where now p = LL = 0. It is easy to see that the
metric ( I 2 ) is an exact solution of the vacuum Einstein
equations for arbitrary constants N6 and d, provided
that

N(N,pp* N,r) =21(Np)2 + (Nr)21. ( 13)

Comparing Eqs. (8) and (13), the first one is for
fields inside the object and the second one is for fields
outside it. One solution of (S) is M = ll(p2 + (2)
and one solution of (13) is N = lltfZp. For these
solutions the line elements now read

" r/ " r "\¿t. = j(ot-, (dp, * d{rl + urd*, ) - f 
dtr.

p- fML, f =MoMú,

for the inside of the body and

o,' = i(o "-' 
(¿p2 + d(') + #^f)

f = NoNÓ

for the outside of it. It is now easy to match the solu-
tions: we only need to choose Mln = Nln, where R is
the boundary of the object. In what follows I investi-
gate this region. In these coordinates p and ( can take
all values inside the object provided that p2 + (2 + 0.
The region R corresponds to

t J2t-J1p + p2 + (,) _ n
1 td+frlo -"'

- f dt',

(r4)

( 1s)

( 16)

which has three solutions: two solutions of (16) are
pln = | lt/1+ LJz -Ap and the third solution cor-

responds to pl¡ + oo. Inside the object, the pressure
reads

p-
1Oz ¡ Sz¡z+r4'

For the two first solutions of ( 16) the pressure is not
necessarily small or zero. Therefore the boundary of
the object corresponds to pl¡ - oo, where p ---+ 0. A
surface of constant pressure is

which represents a sphere of radios 16 in the plane
(p,(,e). Strictly speaking the pressure will be zero

Ms

pz + (z = (+)'tQ*n) =,3,
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at p >> 1, but in fact this surface in not very big.
Suppose that p = l0-6Ms, which could be a very
small pressure. In this case the boundary surface has a

radius of ro = 7.5627, which is not too big. Therefore
the boundary surface of this object is a sphere with

P K Mo and radius 16 = (M0f p)tl2(2+\/O).
In Boyer-Lindquist coordinates

( = (, - m) cos9,

the metrics read

ds2 =

where

Au = M[(.,,F -Z*, + t'M),,J,t -2*, +7
-l M.ael

and Eqs. (8) and (13) transform into

MI6F - Z^, + ttM,,),,rF- 2^, + o'
* M,eol = nI(M,,)z (rz - zmr + oz) + (M,e)21,

( l8)

where n = I corresponds to (8) and n = 2 to (13).
Using separation of variables one finds that the solu-

tions of Eq. (18) are given in terms of hypergeomet-

ric functions, but this is material for further investiga-

tions [4].
Now let me magnetize this body, i.e. now r * 0.

We must solve the Maxwell equation in (4) for this

particular value of ,t. Nevertheless, the equation for z
in (4) should be in agreement with the integrability

conditions for the electromagnetic potential A, in (5).
But the integrability conditions for A, are

Le'= Lr +2Ml(rr)z + 1r)21, ( le)

which seem impossible to fulfill because of the equa-

tion for r in (4), unless ,[ - (y -2)r = O. This seems

not to be the case because ,[ and z fulfill very different
differential equations. But if we choose y = 2 + d, a

miracle happens. Using the solution (9) we observe
that

t / t\r----'-I=lnl l-y-2 \MoM/'
which implies that Ae' = 0. The magnetized metric
now reads

^ldsz = ; lMd oM(dp2 + d(\ + Mzdezl - f dtz,
.I

- etr-Y'
f=MtM2, p=1 _ =MtMt-d,Mkt

lo2
d12

2*,rzil*^'"(
f dt',

o*'f

(17\

+ae'z) +w'z
, = -iln(zf), (20)

where M fulfills (8). The thermodynamic equations
(7) fixes again the constants. In this case we obtain
d = l, which means o = -l and Qz = ll2Mt.For
these values of the constants the pressure becomes
constant in all of space-time and the invariants are
powers of -8M1, i.e. constants. Therefore this metric
is regular all over. But now the pressure cannot vanish
at all. This object is a magnetized perfect fluid with
equation of state p = - F, which covers the whole of
space-time with a constant pressure.

To obtain the space-time of a more realistic object
it is necessary to study other equations of state [4].
Using Eqs. (4) and the procedure for integrating them
given here, it is possible to investigate the interior
behavior of these more realistic bodies [4].

I want to thank the relativity group in Jena for its
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CONACYT-México, grant 3691 -F.
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